Brisbane Airport Corp. Ltd. Oct 03

Description:
Resilient passenger demand; Natural monopoly position; and Good revenue diversity. Aggressive financial profile despite an improved capital structure and financial flexibility; and Small catchment area, with a higher concentration of the leisure market than its peers. The ratings on Brisbane Airport Corp. Ltd. (BAC) reflect Brisbane Airport's strong business position through its natural monopoly, resilient passenger demand, and revenue diversity. Offsetting these strengths are the company's aggressive financial profile and a small catchment area, which has a higher exposure to leisure passengers than its peers, increasing BAC's vulnerability to volatility in that market. Brisbane Airport is Australia's third-busiest airport and a major international gateway to popular tourist destinations in the state of Queensland. The total number of passengers in fiscal...

Companies mentioned in this report are:
- Brisbane Airport Corp. Pty Ltd.

Action: Review

Standard and Poors RatingsXpress Credit Research provides in-depth coverage of international corporates, financial institutions, insurance companies, utilities, sovereigns and structured finance programs. RatingsXpress Credit Research lets users determine the credit rating of holdings and identify key factors underlying an issuer's creditworthiness, distinguishes the different risk exposures for new and existing deals, and provides an understanding of how their analysts interpret key regulatory, political and environmental events and their economic impact.

Research Type: Full Analysis
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Order Online - http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/2677858/
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Research and Markets,
Guinness Centre,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.
Fax Order Form
To place an order via fax simply print this form, fill in the information below and fax the completed form to 646-607-1907 (from USA) or +353-1-481-1716 (from Rest of World). If you have any questions please visit http://www.researchandmarkets.com/contact/
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Please indicate the payment method you would like to use by selecting the appropriate box.

☐ Pay by credit card: You will receive an email with a link to a secure webpage to enter your credit card details.
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Research and Markets,
Guinness Center,
Taylors Lane,
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☐ Pay by wire transfer: Please transfer funds to:
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Sort code 98-53-30
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Blackrock,
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Ireland.
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